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SPECTRAL MULTIPLIERS ON LIE GROUPS
OF POLYNOMIAL GROWTH

G. ALEXOPOULOS

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Let L be a left invariant sub-Laplacian on a connected Lie group G

of polynomial volume growth, and let {Ex, A > 0} be the spectral resolution

of L and m a bounded Borel measurable function on [0, oo). In this article

we give a sufficient condition on m for the operator m{L) = /0°° m{k) dE^ to

extend to an operator bounded on LP{G), 1 < p < co , and also from L1{G)

to weak-L'(G).

Let G be a connected Lie group, and let us fix a left invariant Haar measure
dg on G. If A is a Borel measurable subset of G, then we write \A\ =
dg-xneas\xxe(A).

We assume that G has polynomial volume growth, i.e., if U is a compact

neighborhood of the identity element e of G, then there is a constant c > 0
such that \Un\ < cnc, n e N. Then G becomes unimodular. Furthermore,
there is an integer D > 0, such that (cf. Guivarc'h [7])

\Un\~nD       (n-oo).

Notice that every connected nilpotent Lie group has polynomial volume growth.
Let Xi, ... , Xn be left invariant vector fields on G that satisfy Hormander's

condition, i.e., they generate together with their successive Lie brackets

[Xjt, [Xj2,[..., Xik]...], at every point of G, the tangent space of G. To
those vector fields is associated, in a canonical way, the control distance d(-, •)

(cf. [22, 23], which are our basic references for results concerning the Harmonic
analysis on 67). This distance is left invariant and compatible with the topol-
ogy on 67. We put |jc| = d(e, x) and Br(x) = {y € 67: d(x, y) < r} , x e G,
r > 0. Then, we know that there is d e N, not depending on x (cf. [15, 22]),
such that

(1) |2K*)|~a*   (r-0),        \Br(x)\^r°   (r-oo).

We consider the sub-Laplacian

L = -(X2 + --- + X2).

L is a left-invariant hypoelliptic second-order differential operator (cf. [9]). It
is also positive and selfadjoint (having as domain of definition the set {/ e
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L2(G): Lf e L2(G)}). Hence it admits a spectral resolution which we denote

by {Ex, X > 0} (cf. [24]). If m is a bounded Borel measurable function on

[0, oo), then, using the spectral theorem, we can define the operator m(L) =

J0°° m(X) dEx which is bounded on L2(G).
We would like to know what conditions should be satisfied by m so that

m(L) can be extended to an operator bounded on LP(G), p e (1, oo). In
particular, we would like to generalize the classical, in the case of R" , theorems

of Hormander [8] and Mikhlin [14].
This question has already been studied in the particular case where 67 is a

stratified nilpotent Lie group (then we have d = D and L is invariant with
respect to the dilation structure of 67); see, for example, the result of Hulanicki

and Stein [6, pp. 208-215], De Michele and Mauceri [5], Hulanicki and Jenkins
[10], Mauceri and Meda [12], and Christ [3] (see also the remarks at the end of

this article).
This type of question has also been studied, with different methods, in the

case of symmetric spaces (cf. Clerc and Stein [4], Stanton and Tomas [18],

Anker and Lohoue [2], Taylor [21], and Anker [1]).
Finally Stein [20] has proved a very general result (which applies, for exam-

ple, when m is of the Laplace tranform type) but with much more restrictive

conditions.
The goal of this article is to prove the following result:

Theorem. Let m(L), d, D be as above, and put a = [d/2] + 1, A = [D/2] + 1,
and k A a = xnin(k, a). If the function m is such that

'  supXk\m^(X)\<oo,    0<k<A,

tfd>D       <       ~ .     ,„
supXk\mW(X)\<oo,     0<k<a;

(2) X>1
w f   supA*|wW(A)|<oo,      0<k<A,

ifd<D       I
supXkAa\mW(X)\<oo,    0<k<A,

. x>i

then m(L) is bounded on LP(G), 1 <p < oo, and also from LX(G) to weak-

LX(G).

The proof of the above theorem contains the following corollary, which gen-

eralizes a result of Hulanicki and Jenkins [10].

Corollary. Let m(L), D and A be as in the above theorem, and assume that

the support of m is a compact subset of (0, oo) and that m e CA(R). Then

m(L) is given by convolution with a kernel that belongs to LX(G).

Our proof is similar to the proof of Hulanicki and Stein [6] and Christ [3], in
the sense that it relies heavily on good estimates of the heat kernel. But in our

case the situation is more compliated because of the absense of any "convenient"
dilation structure. To overcome this difficulty, we use an idea of Taylor [21],
which, roughly speaking, consists of writing m(L) = f(Lxl2) with / an even

function, and then using the formula f(Lxl2) = (2n)-x'2 /^/(f)costLxI2dt

to take advantage of the L2-boundedness and the finite propagation speed of
the operator cos tLx/2. This last fact has been proved, for subelliptic operators,

by Melrose [13].
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Proof of the theorem. Before we start the proof of the theorem we shall state

the following

Lemma. Assume that the function f(x) e C(R) has compact support and that

it possesses n continuous derivatives f'(x), f"(x), ... , f-n)(x), and let Ma =

sup{\f(n)(x + t)-fW(x)\/ta, t>0, xeR}, 0<a<l. Then for every X > 0
there is an even bounded integrable function Vx(x) e C(R) such that

M
supp(fa) Q[-X,X]      and      \f(x) -/* y/x(x)\ < Cj^,    xeR

(c is a constant that depends only on n).

The proof of the above lemma is exactly the same as in the case when f(x) is

periodic (cf. [11, p. 57; 16, p. 88]). Let us only say that it is done by induction on
n and that, instead of using Jackson's kernel U„(x) = /c„[sin(«x/2)/sin(x/2)]4,

n e N (kn is a constant making the integral J0n U„(x)dx = 1), we use its

analogue for R, Hx(x) = kx[sin(Xx/2)/(x/2)]4 , X > 0 (again kx is defined by

the condition J^ Hx(x) dx = 1).
We denote by pt(x, y) the heat kernel, i.e., the kernel of the semigroup

e~'L , t > 0. Since L is symmetric and left invariant, we have that p,(x, y) =

pt(y, x) and that pt(x, y) = pt(e, x~xy), x, y e G, t > 0. We put pt(x) =

pt(e,x).
We shall need the following estimates of the kernel pt(x) (cf. Varopoulos

[22]):

Pt(x) < Crd/2exp(-c\x\2/t),        0 < / < 1,

Pt(x) < CrD/2exp(-c\x\2/t),       t>l,

and of its derivatives Xjpt, 1 < I < n (cf. Salof-Coste [17]):

\XiPt(x)\ < Ct^d+^2exp(-c\x\2/t),       0<t<l,

\XiP,(x)\ < Cr(D+x)/2exp(-c\x\2/t),        t > 1

(c, C > 0 axe constants not depending on t and x).

We shall also use the following property of the Schwartz kernel 67,(x, y) of

the operator cosrL1/2 (cf. Melrose [13]):

(5) supp(67,) c {(x, y) e G x G: \x~xy\ < \t\}.

Now we are ready to start the proof of the theorem. First of all, following

[3], we observe that it follows from (4) that lim^oo \\p, * f\\2 = 0, i.e., that

lhm-oc ||e_'L/||2 = 0. This in turn implies that lime_0 II Jo dEx(f)\\2 = 0. So
the point X = 0 may be neglected in the spectral resolution of L, and therefore

we can consider that the function m(X) is defined on (0, oo).

Next, following Hdrmander [8], we consider a function <f> e C0X(R+) such

that

supp^C (I, 2),        5>(2'0 = 1,     ?>0.
jez

We put, for all j el,

mj(X) = m(X)<p(2-JX),    f(X) = mj(X)cxp(2^'X),    hj(X) = f(X2).
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Observe that it follows from (2) that

sup\h{jA)(X)\<c2-AJ'2   if j < 0;
X€R

(6) sup|Ma)(A)|<c2-^/2   ifj>0;

sup \h^\X)\ < c2-aH2   if ; > 0, D > d.

Making use of the lemma we consider, for all j, p e Z, an even function
y/jiP such that

supp^>pC[-2p/2-2,2^2-2]

and such that for some constant c > 0 we have

sup \hj(t) - hj * y/j,p(t)\ < c2-A^22-Ap'2   if j < 0;
reR

sup \hj(t) - hj * y/j p(t)\ < c2-aJ'22-apt2   if j > 0, d > D;
(7) 'eR

sup\hj(t) - hj * y/j,p(t)\ < c2-aJ'22-ap'2   if ; > 0, p < 0, d<D;
r€R

snp\hj(t) - hj * Wj,P(t)\ < c2-a^22-Ap'2   if j>0, p>0, d<D.
f€R

Let K and Kj the Schwartz kernels of the operators m(L) and ntj(L)

respectively. Since the operators m(L) and mj(L) are left invariant (they are

also symmetric), these are convolution kernels, i.e., (m(L)f = f*K, mj(L)f =
f * Kj). Then we have

mj(L) = fj(L)e-2~JL,        f(L) = hj(Lx'2),

and therefore

/+0O

hj(t)costLx'2p2-j(x)dt.
-oo

We want to estimate the quantity

I(t,j)= f \Kj(x)-Kj(y-xx)\dx,        t>0,\y\<t.
J{\x\>2t}

To this end we put Ap = {x eG: 2pl2 < \x\ < 2pl2+xl2} and consider an integer

x e Z such that 2T/2 < t < 2r'2+x'2 . Then we have

I(t,j)<  E \AP\l/2\\Kj(.)-Kj(y-x.)\\LHAp)   if-j<x,
p>r+2

(9) I(tJ)<\B2.m\lf2\\Kj(')-Kj(y-l-)\\2

+ Y, \AP\l/2\\Kj(')-Kj(y-x.)\\LHAp)   if -j>x.

p>-j

Now, on the one hand we have

(io) |JK,/(0-^Cy-,-)tl2<c|ip2->(.)-P2^Cy-1-)ll2.
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On the other hand, following Taylor [21], we observe that it follows from (6)

and (8) that

Kj(x)-Kj(y-xx)\Ap

/+oo
hj(s)<msL1'2{[p2-j(')-p2.i(y-l'))lm^-W)

•00

+ \P2-i(')-Pl-i(y~K))l{\x\>2lP-W}}(x)ds

/+O0

[hj(s)-hj(s)ipj,p(s)]
-oo

x cossLx!2{[p2-j(-) -p2-j(y-x-)]l{lxl<2<r-w}}(x)ds

/+oo hj(s) cossLx'2{[p2-j(.) -P2-j(y-l-)]l{M>2^in}}(x) ds,
-oo

and therefore

(11)
\\Kj(.)-Kj(y-x.)\\L2{Ap] < \\fa-j(>)-P2-j(y-X')lliM&r>~w}h

x sup \hj(t)-hj*y/j<p(t)\
r€R

+ SUp\hj(t)\\\\J)2-j(') - p2-j(y-X')]l{]x>2(p-l)/2}\\2 .

Now, the estimation of I(t, j) is just a matter of putting everything together

and calculating. More precisely, the estimate of the different quantities appear-
ing in (9) is done as follows (c, C denote universal constants, c, C > 0):

(a) \AP\ and |52^2I are estimated by making use of (1).

(b) The estimation of \\Kj(-) - Kj(y~x-)\\2 is reduced, in view of (10), to the

estimation of ||p2-j(-) -P2-j(y~l')h, which in turn is estimated by making use

of (4); for example, if j > 0 then

\\P2-j(-)-P2-J(y-l-)h<c\y\yf22dJiA.

(c) To estimate \\Kj(-) - Kj(y~x-)\\L2(Ap) we make use of (11) where:

(i) the term sup(€R \hj(t) - hj * y/j,p(t)\ is estimated by making use of (7);

(ii) the term \\[p2-j(-) -P2-j(y_1 •)]l{\x\>2<r-w}\\2 is estimated by making use

of (3) and (4); for example, if -j < x and j > 0, then

\\\P2-j(-)-P2-j(y-l-)]l{M>20-w}h < C2dJ'*exp(-c2i+p),

and if —j > x and j > 0, then

Hft-y(0 -P2-,(y-x-)]h\x\>2*-w}\\2 < C|y|2^22^4exp(-c2^),

and finally
(iii) the term ||[p2-,(-) - P2->(>"_1 -)]l{|x|<20—d/2>IJ2 is estimated by simply

writing

\\\P2-j{-) -P2-i(y~l-)]i{\x\<2<p-w}h < \\P2-d')-p2-i(y~1-)h

and then proceeding as in the cases (a) and (c)(ii) above, i.e., by distinguishing
the cases —j < x and -j > x and then using (3) and (4).
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By substituting into (9) and taking the sums, we conclude that there is a

constant c > 0 such that

I(t,j)<c(tV'2)-xl2   iftV<2>l,

I(t,j)<ctVl2   ]£t2m<\.

This in turn implies that there is a constant c > 0 such that for all t > 0 and

\y\ < t, we have

(13) /      \K(x)-K(y-1x)\dx<Tl(t,j)<c.
J\x\>2t jez

Finally, we conclude by making use of a classical result of Hormander [8] which

affirms that (13), together with the fact that the operator m(L) is bounded and

symmetric on L2(G), imply that m(L) is bounded on LP(G), 1 < p < oo,

and also from LX(G) to weak-L1 (67), and the theorem follows.

Final remarks. We stated condition (2) of the theorem in terms of an integral
number of derivatives, because in this way it is better illustrated what happens
when D > d. In terms of Holder norms, condition (2) could be replaced, in

the case D < d for example, by the condition

sup \\(p(-)m(t-)\\CD/2+,{M) <oo,

(14) 0<'^
sup\ty(')m(t')\\C4/2+.n) <oo
t>\

where e is any positive number e > 0 and tp is an auxilliary function, not

identically zero, q> e C0X(R+). The proof is the same. The only change is that

the exponent —\ in (12) will be replaced by -e .

In terms of Sobolev norms, however, the best we can do is to ask for m(X)

to satisfy the condition (always in the case D < d)

(15) 5f^Wm^>N/2+1/a+.W<0°

where L2 denotes the L2 Sobolev space of order a and tp and e are as in (14).
Of course, the proof in this case can be reduced to the proof under condition
(14) by using the fact that L2(!) C Cfc(R), if a > k + \. However, under
condition (15), the proof of the theorem is much simpler, since the lemma is

no longer required. We can simply substitute the term sup,€R \hj(t)-hj*y/jiP(t)\

in (11) by the term Jm>2w2-2 IMOI dt, which in turn can be estimated in terms

of the Sobolev norm of the function hj(t).
So our result, although more general, is weaker than the result of Christ [3]

and Mauceri and Meda [12] who, in the particular case where G is a stratified
nilpotent Lie group (then we have d = D) and L is dilation invariant, prove

the theorem under the weaker condition sup,>0 \\tp(-)m(t-)\\L2    {R) < oo (again

?,e,and ||-|Lj(B) are as in (14)).
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